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Why should you protect your new car with a clear bra before
driving it?
Why should you protect your new car with a clear bra before driving it? According
to The Federal Highway Administration, in the United States there are as many
as two hundred million licensed drivers traveling around. That makes for a lot of
vehicles on the roads at any given moment, kicking up a lot of road debris and
such. This can be damaging to a vehicle and many people look for ways to
protect the front end of their car. The overall concept of a clear bra is great. You
can protect the paint on your car for the long term.
A clear bra is almost entirely invisible and it basically is a professionally applied
film that protects the paint of your car. It’s made from urethane and it’s durable
enough to protect the front end of your vehicle from harmful debris such as
stones, sand, etc. You also won’t have to scrape bugs off the front of your car,
hoping you don’t damage the finish.
Vehicles are a big investment and a clear bra will allow you to protect that
investment. When it comes time to trade your vehicle in you will find you are
offered more from a simple investment that takes only about one to four hours to
apply. Application time all depends on how much of your vehicle you choose to
have a clear bra applied to, but you will see a difference in the amount of
weathering, fading and damage your vehicle encounters.
The average, high quality clear bra will last as many as ten years. It is considered
semi-permanent so you can remove it and replace it whenever you want if it
starts to show signs of wear. Low quality products may yellow or look worn over
time so it’s always best to find a reputable shop to do the work for you.
Why should you protect your new car with a clear bra before driving it? The
overall concept is great. Allowing for just a few extra hours before you can pick
up your vehicle will protect your investment in the long run. You can drive your
vehicle with more peace of mind knowing that any small debris that comes your
way won’t wreak havoc on the front end of your vehicle. Whether you do a lot of
city driving or you like to sit back and relax for a long country drive, your vehicle
is always at risk for damage from the road. A clear bra prevents this from
occurring.
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Upcoming car races to check out
Do you have a hobby that involves sports cars or race cars? The race car season
is almost over, but you may be able to catch a few more races before the end of
November! If you don't go right away, you might have race withdrawal until next
year around the end of February when it begins again.
Let's talk about sprint dirt racing which is separate from NASCAR. The sprint dirt
series of racing is much different than the 'Sprint Cup' races at the NASCAR
tracks. They are more exciting, and hence, more dangerous as well. Many racers
have lost their lives or have gotten seriously hurt from sprint dirt racing.
NASCAR's driver Tony Stewart a.k.a. "Smoke," just broke his leg in the sprint
series and will have different drivers replacing him in his #14 car!
Upcoming Car Races to Check Out
But if you like to watch this kind of dangerous action, just as most car racers do,
then let's review the dates and locations of the upcoming car races for the
American Sprint Car Series (A.S.C.S.):
1. August 17th
o Salina Highbanks Speedway - Salina, OK
o Canyon Speedway Park - Peoria, AZ
o Willamette Speedway - Lebanon, OR
2. August 22nd
o I-30 Speedway - Hammer Hill Showdown, Little Rock, AR
3. August 23rd
o Gallatin Speedway - Belgrade, MT
o College Grove Speedway - Cottage Grove, OR
4. August 30th and 31st
o Jackson Speedway - Jackson, MN
NASCAR
If you want something closer to home with more racing options, upcoming car
races to check out by NASCAR may be your best bet. Have you been to a
NASCAR race yet? Have you experienced the thrill of the engines roaring when
they rev up at the start line? What an adrenaline rush!
There are a lot of people and it tends to get crowded fast, so you may want to try
an ARCA, Nationwide, or even a truck series race before deciding to attend a
Sprint Cup Race. Some upcoming car races to check out are as follows:

1. August 21st, 23rd, and 24th - Camping World Truck Series, Nationwide,
and Sprint Cup Series@ Bristol Motor Speedway
2. August 31st-Sept. 1 - Nationwide and Sprint Cup Series: Atlanta Motor
Speedway
3. Sept 6 and 7th - Nationwide and Sprint Cup Series: Richmond Int'l
Speedway
4. Sept. 8th - Camping World Truck Series @ Iowa Speedway
There are plenty more upcoming car races to check out up until November for
the NASCAR series and Camping World Truck Series. You've never really lived
until you've been to a car race. It’s great for your entire family, and the
experience is exciting, fun, and will give you a surge of adrenaline.
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How to clean bugs and road debris off of your clear bra.
Clear bras work wonderfully for adding a protective shield to your vehicle to keep
it safe from road debris such as sand, stones, asphalt and more. Because of this,
the bra itself can become dirty over time. When it comes time to give your car a
washing you should pay extra attention to how to clean bugs and road debris off
of your clear bra in order to preserve its life and appearance. Unfortunately, while
the clear bras are definitely more attractive than the old school black vinyl
versions, they require a little more work when cleaning them and making them
last so imperfections don’t show up on the clear film.
Something that you should keep on hand when you have a clear bra on your
vehicle is a good quality car wash liquid. If you mix equal parts water and cleaner
and use a good car sponge you should be able to get the majority of the bugs
and debris off. Keep up on the cleaning of the bugs and debris so they don’t get
really stuck and become impossible to remove. This is especially true in the
summer months when bugs and roadwork are in full swing. Bugs are very acidic
and if you leave them on the clear bra for too long you may find they have
permanently damaged the bra. There are even soaps you can purchase for your
car designed to easily remove stuck on bugs.
A clay bar is a safe tool to use to clean bugs and road debris off your clear bra.
Once used only in car detailing shops, this product works better than a sponge,
but it’s not hard enough to damage the bra or the vehicle’s surface underneath.
With a little patience and a gentle hand a clay bar can keep your clear bra
looking like the day you had it applied. You simply flatten a piece of clay bar to fit

into the palm of your hand, apply a clay bar lubricant to the spot you want to
clean and then slide the clay bar back and forth as gently as possible. After you
are done simply wipe off the excess lubricant and your clear bra should look
brand new.
It’s important to focus on properly cleaning bugs and other road debris off your
clear bra periodically to keep your vehicle looking nice and to prevent any
permanent damage to the bra. Some other things to keep an eye out for are
residue buildup along the edges of the bra film and the edge lifting up. With
proper maintenance your bra can last you up to ten years before needing
reapplication.
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Self-healing paint protection film. Don’t worry about the
scratches anymore!
If you've ever gotten a scratch on your car, you understand how expensive it can
be to be repaired - not only to your wallet, but your pride. To most, a car is more
than just a piece of metal to get from place A to B, and it being scratched is
something that must be dealt with properly. Scratches are something
professional auto body technicians can fix well and have your car back to normal,
but what if you never had to worry about a scratch again? Not only this, but what
if you could have the paint look as good as the day you bought it, years down the
road?
Self-healing paint protection film is now available to protect your car's painted
surfaces from scratches and keep the paint on your car as beautiful as the day
you bought it. These films use the same idea as putting a screen protector on
your phone. This is better than the black leather auto bras because these films
can be used almost anywhere on your vehicle: mirrors, door edges, rear bumper,
rocker panels, and more. Yet another benefit to using this protection film is that it
doesn't alter the look of your car, a feature auto bras definitely lack, along with its
other downfalls in comparison to paint protection film.
Your car can be protected from environmental elements, stone chips, bugs, and
abrasions by self-healing paint protection film. Self-healing paint protection film
also has ultra-violet inhibitors to prevent it from yellowing on your car's paint. It is
a tough thermo-plastic urethane that conforms to your car. To further help the
film fit your car perfectly, it is custom cut by a computer.
Along with the possibility of being an eyesore and only covering a small portion of

your vehicle, auto bras can actually damage your car's painted surfaces. Without
any kind of protection, it is hard to keep a car looking brand new.
As hard as you try, unless you simply don't drive it, you will risk getting your car
damaged from the sun, bugs, chips and paint oxidation.
Repairing even a small scratch can be expensive and difficult, and repainting a
vehicle to fix sun, bug or other damaging environmental hazards can be even
more costly. Consider not only the initial cost, but the possibility of a new paint
job being done incorrectly and decreasing the value of your vehicle. Also, if a
new paint job is done incorrectly, it can prevent your vehicle from looking its best.
If the question is how to extensively protect your vehicle from damaging
environmental circumstances and keep it looking brand new, self-healing paint
protection film is the answer.
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What areas should you cover with paint protection film?
When choosing protection for your vehicle, one of the easiest choices is to have
a protective film applied to your car. The question of course becomes: What
areas should you cover with paint protection film? Choosing the sites for
application becomes obvious when you consider the use of the film.
What is protective film?
As the name suggests, protective film is a clear coating designed to protect the
paint on your vehicle from damage caused by small scratches, road debris, sand
and salt. It is most effective when applied to the areas of your car that face
forward, or often suffer damage. The most obvious of these is the bumper, but
there are some surprising areas that you may want to consider.
What areas should you cover with paint protection film?
Critical:
•

•

Start with the bumper. This is the area of your vehicle that both faces
forward and is exposed to debris from the road. This is one of the most
important places to protect.
Fender edges/lower portion. The wheels kick up debris. You want to
protect the fenders as well.

•
•
•

Side view mirrors. Although higher, these also receive the full force of the
air as the vehicle is driven and quickly become nicked.
Rocker panels. They are next to the debris getting kicked up from the
road and will benefit from a layer of protection.
Door edges and handle insets. These areas often suffer chips due to
frequent usage. Door edges are bumped when entering or exiting the
vehicle and keys, handbags and other sharp objects can scratch the
handle insets. A layer of protective film will keep these areas looking
sleek and smooth.

Consider:
•

•

•
•

Trunk ledges. Again, the trunk can be damaged from objects being put in
or removed. Consider adding protection here if you frequently use your
trunk space.
The hood. The hood is less susceptible to damage from the road, but it is
the part of your vehicle that is noticed first. Protective film will keep it
looking its best. You may want to protect the front portion only, or the
entire piece.
Full fenders. Continue the film up the side of the vehicle, especially if you
frequently use gravel or dirt roads.
The entire vehicle. This is not common but might be a good idea for
someone who often encounters poor road conditions.

Once applied, the protective film is invisible and you care for it just like paint. It
should be washed and waxed the same way as the rest of the vehicle. The
difference is you won’t be trying to wax over that scratch you just found.
If the initial question, What areas should you cover with paint protection film?
hasn't been answered for you, consult an expert in your area.
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Avery Nano Fusion Paint Protection Film
Clear bras and other forms of paint protection film have been on the market for
some time, varying widely in price, appearance and effectiveness. Because there
are so many substandard forms of paint protection film out there, many drivers
are looking for the best option available. Avery Nano Fusion Paint Protection Film
has become one of the most popular and reputable products on the market when
it comes to paint protection film, and there are several reasons why this is the

case.
Features
Avery Nano Fusion Paint Protection Film is comprised of stiffer material that has
been expertly laminated to its urethane counterpart. For virtually the same price
as competitors, you can get a lot more versatility and endurance from Avery
Nano Fusion Paint Protection Film. This paint protection film, unlike many others,
allows your car to keep a brilliant gleam while working to prevent cracking and
discoloration all too often seen in other paint protection film products.
Quality Tested
Avery Nano Fusion Paint Protection Film has passed a gauntlet of quality control
tests. This protection film has passed everything from Tensile Elongation and
Thermal Cycle to Water Immersion tests with flying colors. Issues like weathering
and heat damage, too, have been confronted by this new paint protection film
and will provide you with years of unrivaled protection for your vehicle, no matter
the conditions.
Easy Install
Avery Nano Fusion Paint Protection Film is not only easy to install, it's easy to
move or adjust to fit every contour of your vehicle. The installation cost for this
paint protection film is not extravagant, and because Avery Nano Fusion Paint
Protection Film can withstand virtually anything you throw at it, you won't have to
get it replaced any time soon. All too often drivers concede to purchasing paint
protection film that simply can't stand the test of time, not knowing that higher
quality paint protection is available. Many drivers find themselves replacing their
paint protection film several times- and sometimes dozens- before discovering a
breakthrough like Avery Nano Fusion Paint Protection.
Don't let unnecessary damage to your automobile decrease the resale value or
diminish its aesthetic value. Purchasing the right paint protection film the first
time around can prevent headaches later on. If you want to get paint protection
for your automobile, don't settle for any cheap imitation alternatives. Avery Nano
Fusion Paint Protection has been proven to work and continues to be a favorite
among drivers and auto technicians alike. If you're looking for long term
protection for your vehicle from the daily rigors of driving, weathering and other
detrimental factors that could damage your vehicle, Avery Nano Fusion Paint
Protection Film is the best possible solution.

